Visa Presale offers chance to buy FIFA Club World Cup 2020 tickets

Visa cardholders in Qatar can own an exclusive presale window for tickets until Jan 31

Visa cardholders in Qatar now have the chance to purchase FIFA Club World Cup 2020 tickets in a special Visa Pre-sale. The Visa Presale for the FIFA Club World Cup 2020 is offered through the QFA (Qatar Football Association) and powered by the global partner and official payment services provider Visa. Visa Presale offers cardholders the chance to experience the thrill of this world-famous event before it goes on sale to the general public.

Visa cardholders can buy tickets for the FIFA Club World Cup 2020 through the exclusive Visa Pre-sale, which is currently available for cardholders in Qatar with Visa cards. The pre-sale period runs until January 31, 2021, and tickets will be available in a range of categories, from VIP to standard seating, with prices starting from QR10.

Visa Pre-sale offers are subject to availability and are subject to Visa’s terms and conditions. For more information, Visit www.qfa.net or call 800-530-4999.

Visa has a long-standing relationship with FIFA, and this year marks the 10th anniversary of Visa being the global partner of FIFA. Visa has been the official payment services provider for FIFA since 2010, and Visa Pre-sale offers are one of the many benefits Visa offers to FIFA fans around the world.
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Al-Ghanem meets Chief of Staff of Pakistan Air Force

Qatar Airways CEO Akbar Al Baker, Arabian Peninsula Airports Director-General Salah Al-Salloum, and Qatar Airways Group CEO Akbar Al Baker, and Qatar Airways Group CEO Akbar Al Baker, had a meeting in Pakistan to discuss joint efforts to promote tourism between Qatar and Pakistan. They discussed the importance of tourism in boosting economic growth and creating jobs. The meeting also aimed to increase the frequency of flights between the two countries, making it easier for Qataris and Pakistanis to travel and do business. The meeting emphasized the need for better coordination and cooperation in areas such as aviation security and tourism policies.
Ooredoo has announced a security enhancement of its online Ooredoo portal for business customers, including the launch of a One-Time-Factor (OTP) system.

To ensure secure access to the Ooredoo portal, business customers will now need to enter their email, which will be sent to their registered mobile number or email address so that each attempt to access their account is not current should send an official email address upon each attempt to access their account.

Business customers can leverage the Ooredoo enhanced security by using their mobile number and email addresses to access their accounts. They can also ensure that their contact details, such as mobile number and email are up-to-date.

Registered contact details can be found in the My Profile section of the Ooredoo portal. Business customers whose contact information is not up-to-date should send an official email to the Ooredoo portal for business customers.

The enhanced security system provides mobile card-less payments. The service is available on Android phones that enable NFC payments and other mobile customers can access mobile accounts. The Ooredoo chief business officer Sheikh Meshal bin Hamad Al-Thani said that the service enhances the existing security system so that customers can use it with confidence.

The QF launches fourth cycle of Akhlaquna Award

Qatar Foundation (QF) has launched the fourth cycle of its Akhlaquna Award with the aim of broadening its reach and impact. The QF Akhlaquna Award aims to celebrate those whose actions are committed to leading this change and making a difference in their community, and to the world. As we enter the fourth cycle of the Akhlaquna Award, we look forward to seeing the positive impact of their values at the heart of society, and the impact and benefit of their actions extending even further into people’s lives.

This year’s Akhlaquna Day ceremony will be announced at a dedicated event on Akhlaquna Day later this year. The three cycles of Akhlaquna to date have illustrated the impact and benefit of Akhlaquna, and the ways in which it has influenced the lives of individuals, families, and communities.

The initiative is not current should send an official email address upon each attempt to access their account.

The QF Akhlaquna Award aims to celebrate those whose actions are committed to leading this change and making a difference in their community, and to the world. As we enter the fourth cycle of the Akhlaquna Award, we look forward to seeing the positive impact of their values at the heart of society, and the impact and benefit of their actions extending even further into people’s lives. This is how Akhlaquna is serving as a vehicle for positive change within our society, as it promotes, instills, and cultivates behaviors that make communities stronger, more unified, more tolerant, and more aware.

Throughout Akhlaquna, we have already influenced the lives of thousands of people, empowering individuals and giving voice to those whose actions are committed to leading this change and making a difference in their community, and to the world. As we enter the fourth cycle of the Akhlaquna Award, we look forward to seeing the positive impact of their values at the heart of society, and the impact and benefit of their actions extending even further into people’s lives.

Promoting environmental awareness (Image: Gulf Times)

MoPH reports 144,015 total Covid recoveries

The Ministry of Public Health has today reported 227 new confirmed cases of Coronavirus (Covid-19), all of which went from community and in-hospital sources with the first 100 from community and in-hospital sources. The country is now at level 2.5, which means that the number of cases is increasing but still under control. The ministry also reported the deaths of two patients, bringing the total number of deaths in the country to 96.

The MoPH added that the number of recoveries from the virus during the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of recoveries in the country to 144,015, 81.5% of which went from community and in-hospital sources with the first 100 from community and in-hospital sources. The country is now at level 2.5, which means that the number of cases is increasing but still under control.

The ministry also reported the deaths of two patients, bringing the total number of deaths in the country to 96. The MoPH added that the number of recoveries from the virus during the past 24 hours, bringing the total number of recoveries in the country to 144,015, 81.5% of which went from community and in-hospital sources with the first 100 from community and in-hospital sources. The country is now at level 2.5, which means that the number of cases is increasing but still under control.
The Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic at Qatar Clinical Medical Corporation has expanded its patient care services by adding face-to-face consultations for older patients with skin diseases.

From January 2022, dermatologists at the Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic at Qatar Clinical Medical Corporation will be starting face-to-face consultations for older patients with skin diseases.

The Geriatric Clinic first opened in 2019 with a specialist clinic providing specialized telemedicine-based care to the medical needs of older patients with dermatological problems. Further expansion of the telephone consultations was initiated with the challenge of keeping patients out of care due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

The Geriatric Clinic had 529 virtual evaluations with older patients from January-December 2020 with approximately 40 appointments per week. Virtual to-face-to-face consultations was essential.

Resuming face-to-face care is in accordance with clinical guidelines and new patients are now receiving follow-up appointments to be seen by dermatological specialists.

The Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic at Qatar Clinical Medical Corporation has expanded its patient care services by adding face-to-face consultations for older patients with skin diseases.

The Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic at Qatar Clinical Medical Corporation is a fully integrated, comprehensive, and coordinated care approach to dermatological care for older adults. It is dedicated to the care of older adults with dermatological conditions and their particular challenges. The clinic provides specialized geriatric dermatological care, with a focus on the management of skin conditions in older adults.

The Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic is designed to provide comprehensive care for older adults with dermatological conditions. It offers a range of services, including face-to-face consultations, virtual consultations, and a comprehensive care plan that is tailored to the individual needs of each patient.

Patients with skin conditions in older adults can expect a personalized care plan that addresses their specific needs and takes into account their age and medical history. The clinic provides specialized care for a wide range of skin conditions, including acne, psoriasis, eczema, and skin cancers.

The Geriatric-Dermatology Clinic is committed to helping older adults maintain their skin health and well-being. It provides a range of services, including virtual consultations, to make it easier for older adults to access the care they need.
Qatar Airways yesterday resumed flights to Cairo, the first time in two years that the airline had resumed services to the Egyptian capital.

QR 1139 departed Hamad International Airport at 11:30pm local time, with the flight arriving in Cairo at 5:40 am local time.

Qatar Airways is one of the first airlines to resume international flights to Cairo since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The flight was operated by Qatar Airways’ state-of-the-art Boeing 777-300ER, which features eight business-class suites and 328 economy-class seats.

Qatar Airways Chief Commercial Officer, lyas bin Majed al-Aker, said: “We are very excited to welcome you back to Qatar Airways. We are proud to offer you a comfortable and safe travel experience on our flights to Cairo. We look forward to serving you and providing you with the highest level of service and care.”

The national carrier of Qatar continues to rollout its network, which currently stands at over 100 destinations with plans to increase to over 260 by the end of March. A multiple award-winning airline, Qatar Airways was named ‘World’s Best Airline’ of the 2019 World Travel Awards, and recently became the first and only carrier to feature Honeywell’s state-of-the-art Ultraviolet (UV) Cabin System, operated by Qatar Airways passengers and crew, to protect them from the virus.

Honeywell’s UV-C Cabin System is equipped with high-technology light-emitting diode (LED) lamps that provide the most advanced air purification technology, with the ability to inactivate more than 99.99 per cent of SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) and other viruses within a matter of seconds, while also providing continuous air purification, ensuring a cleaner environment for passengers and crew.

Qatar Airways has invested over $2 billion in the development of its inflight experiences and safe environments on board all aircraft, and recently became the first global airline to be awarded a five-star health rating by the Skytrax World Airline Awards 2021. The airline was also awarded a five-star grading for its hygiene measures and was named ‘World’s Best Business Class Airline’ and ‘World’s Best Business Class Cabin’ by the Skytrax World Airline Awards 2021.

Qatar Airways is committed to providing a safe and comfortable journey for passengers and crew, and has implemented a range of enhanced hygiene measures, including the provision of personal protective equipment (PPE) for cabin crew and passengers, hand sanitising stations, temperature checks at the entrance to the terminal, and the imposition of social distancing measures on board.

In addition, the airline has also met with the most advanced health and safety standards set by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), which include measures such as the provision of a Covid-19 vaccination certificate to board the aircraft.

Qatar Airways passengers and crew are required to show proof of their vaccination status before boarding the aircraft, and are also required to wear masks and observe social distancing measures on board.

In the coming months, Qatar Airways will continue to roll out its enhanced hygiene measures, and will introduce new features such as the ‘Do Not Disturb (DND)’ indicator, which allows passengers to signal their preference for a quiet environment during the flight.

Qatar Airways is also the first airline to introduce a Virtual Reality (VR) experience on board, which allows passengers to experience virtual reality environments and activities such as skiing and flying.
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Marine monitoring network for water quality on Qatari coasts

A l Jassim Al-Kuwari, Head of the Water Environment Department of the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), said that the MME is also working on implementing another project to improve water quality in Doha Bay and other locations, which will be launched at the end of this month. The project is aimed at improving the oxygen content and suffocating the water in huge quantities, which decreases the temperature of the water in the summer months and suffocates the dead fish that appear during the summer months are caused by the phenomenon of red tides that occur during high temperatures.

“This phenomenon is also due to marine plankton floating on the surface of the water in large quantities, which consumes the oxygen content and suffocates the fish. The plankton appears in huge amounts,” said Al-Kuwari. He added that the dead fish that appear during the summer months are caused by the phenomenon of red tides that occur during high temperatures.

“By implementing the project, a number of depositories will be opened on the sides of territorial waters to take samples from territorial waters,” he added. Al-Kuwari explained that the program of collecting samples from territorial waters will be launched at the end of this month or early next month, in cooperation between the MME and the General Department of Coastal and Marine Security, during which we will take samples from the surface of the territorial waters of Qatar. The program takes place annually and it is scheduled that our ship will go on cruises for 4 to 5 days.

“The planned network will be linked to the network that connects the MME’s buoys to other institutions and companies and Hamad International Airport’s buoys, and will be assembled and put together in one operation,” he said. He pointed out that the project has been put up for tender to choose a company that will undertake its implementation. Subsequently, the network will allow us to monitor the water quality electronically and remotely instead of field trips. Al-Kuwari added that there is a joint coordination between the MME and the Committee for Delivery & Legacy regarding monitoring in the World Cup stadiums, and the Air Department of the Environmental Monitoring Department has a project to set up stations in the World Cup stadiums to measure air quality, in addition to a mobile station that we can place anywhere it will be necessary to measure the air quality.

Sidra Medicine establishes movement disorders clinic

Sidra Medicine has established Qatar’s first paediatric-focused movement disorders clinic. The facility helps address patients who are youth and children and young people who have not responded to medications and therapy and may benefit from the surgical interventions. The Movement Disorders Clinic at Sidra Medicine is one of the very few hospitals in the Gulf that provides care for children with cerebral palsy or dystonia, including neurosurgery, neurologist, and rehabilitation and orthopaedic surgery. While these three treatments work together, they are not always an effective combined effort to ensure that we are improving the quality of life for the patients and their families.

Dr Mansour al-Yafei, a neurosurgeon at the movement disorders clinic, said that children with cerebral palsy, especially those with dystonia, can improve mobility, reduce pain and relieve lower limb spasticity that causes difficulty with movement. He also stated that dystonia can cause children with cerebral palsy, especially those with dystonia, to be unable to walk, causing them to use mobility devices. Aiden’s parents sought to find the best care possible for their son, and tried a number of different therapies, including stem cell therapy in the US, before seeking a treatment programme at Sidra Medicine in 2017.

Aiden’s parents said: “Our goal has always been to ensure that Aiden has the best medical care. We have researched and travelled extensively always keeping up to date on the latest procedures so that Aiden can achieve some level of independence despite his condition.” Aiden’s surgery took six hours and involved the use of five surgeons, a neurologist and two neurophysiologists who monitored Aiden’s spinal cord functions during the surgery. Together they determined which nerves were causing the most spasticity and completelysectioned those nerves. This reduced the spasticity in his legs. After the surgery, Aiden’s parents said that his actions have improved significantly, and they hope to see continued improvement over the next year. His parents are also sorry to be changing their care team, but they said that the clinic has always been dedicated to helping him.
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Excellence Award for Qatari’s PhD thesis on Kuwaiti mediation

Dr Moussaah Ahmad al-Saadi al-Yafei, a Qatari student, has won the Academic Excellence Award in the PhD category in public law, local councils, family and personal status. The dissertation documents Kuwaiti mediation’s role in solving the Gulf Crisis.”

“The thesis documents Kuwaiti mediation’s role in solving the Gulf Crisis.”

MME puts up signboards at Sealine and Khor Al Udeid

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), represented by the Natural Reserves Department, has installed signboards for road users in the Sealine and Khor Al Udeid region for the improvement of air quality and to strengthen the role of Kuwaiti mediation in solving tangled in disagreement international covenants, far from getting tangled in disagreements.

Dr al-Yafei said that Qatar played an effective international role in international negotiations, especially in Darfur, Palestine, Lebanon and Afghanistan. It is noted that in international mediation and has played an effective role in international negotiations.
The government of Israel's Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has signed a deal to end two decades of war in the northwestern outskirts of the capital Tunis.

The key tourism sector, already hit hard by the pandemic, was further dealt a blow by the pandemic. The runner-up was former Tunisian President Moncef Marzouki, who won 41% of the vote. The court rejected a suit filed by the runner-up, a candidate who argued that the vote was invalid because the court had predetermined the winner before the election.

The court spelled out its reasons in a decision that will likely set a precedent in the capital, where the streets are usually bustling with tourists. The court also ruled that the vote was invalid because the court had predetermined the winner before the election.

The court also ruled that the vote was invalid because the court had predetermined the winner before the election.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFICIAL</th>
<th>Kuwaiti security guards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait Airports Company</td>
<td>air traffic controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A delegation of Arab security officials arrived in Kuwait yesterday to discuss security issues with their counterparts from the United Arab Emirates and Qatar. The delegation is led by General Khalid Al-Halbousi, the head of the Kuwaiti National Guard, and includes officials from the Emirati and Qatari governments. The meeting comes as tensions rise between the Gulf states over the issue of international borders between the countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTACT</th>
<th>Fears for Darfur after nearly 140 dead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A large number of people are feared dead in Darfur after a violent attack on a village. The attack comes as tensions rise in the region following a series of clashes between security forces and armed groups.

A spokesman for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) said that the attack was carried out by armed groups, who were targeting civilians. The UNDP said that it had received reports of 140 people killed in the attack. The attack comes as tensions rise in the region following a series of clashes between security forces and armed groups.

A large number of people are feared dead in Darfur after a violent attack on a village. The attack comes as tensions rise in the region following a series of clashes between security forces and armed groups.

| UK | seriously concerned over Israeli expansion in West Bank |

The UK has expressed serious concerns over Israeli plans to expand settlements in the West Bank, saying the construction of new settlements is a violation of international law and the terms of the Good Friday Agreement.

| AFP | Tunisia arrests over 600, deploys troops after riots |

Tunisia has arrested over 600 people and deployed troops after violent clashes between security forces and protesters in the capital Tunis. The protests were sparked by the death of a young man who was shot during a demonstration against the government.

| AFP | Palestinians urge EU to send monitors for polls |

Palestinian officials have urged the EU to send monitors to the Palestinian territories for December's presidential election, saying that the absence of international observers would compromise the credibility of the vote. The EU has responded that it will send a team of observers to the Palestinian territories, but has not yet decided on the exact nature of the mission.

| AFP | Australia unlikely to fully reopen borders this year |

Australia's borders could remain closed due to the ongoing pandemic. The country currently has a total of 26,000 active cases of COVID-19 and a death toll of 2,000. The government has ruled out the possibility of a full border reopening this year, although it has announced plans to begin lifting restrictions on international travel from mid-November.

| Handwritten note seeks hope for trapped miners |

A handwritten note found in a coal mine that was closed during seven months in the UK's east Midlands region has sparked a national outage. The note, written in pencil on a piece of paper, was found by miners working in the mine's shaft.

The note was signed by a family member of a miner, who had been trapped in the mine for five days. The note read: "We think you're still alive, that you urgently needed help as their health deteriorates. Two people were injured, including a woman who was strangled, water-stained and accused of in public in what was described as a "terrible scene". The note also urged the miners to "keep your faith" and "remember that you are not alone."
Biden pushes final days before assuming office

Reuters

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States faces the final days before President-elect Joe Biden assumes office on Wednesday as the country tackles a pandemic, an economic downturn and threats from Russia.

Several countries have their eyes on Biden's inauguration, with some wondering if he will be able to secure a consensus on global issues.

Biden's administration has been working to restore strong ties with allies and partners, and to focus on domestic priorities.

Meanwhile, the Trump administration has been in a last-ditch effort to secure a legacy, and to push through legislation to address issues like economic recovery and the coronavirus pandemic.

The US Capitol was breached on January 6, 2021, by a pro-Trump mob, leading to the lockdown of Congress. The rioters were later charged with federal crimes.

In the coming days, Biden's team will work to secure the transition of power, while the remnants of the Trump administration continue to carry out policy initiatives.

The US faces a range of challenges, including an ongoing pandemic, economic uncertainty, and geopolitical tensions.

As Biden prepares to take office, he will inherit a complex and challenging legacy from the previous administration.

Biden's team has been working to reach out to Beijing, with the aim of stabilizing relations and addressing issues like human rights and trade.

The US and China have been engaged in a new round of negotiations, with both sides hoping to prevent a trade war.

The US and China have also been in talks over the fate of the Trump administration's executive order on Hong Kong.

As Biden prepares to take office, the US will be facing a range of complex challenges, and will need to focus on restoring unity and addressing the needs of its citizens.
**Police, not judges, to decide on tractor rally issue: court**

The Supreme Court on Tuesday ordered the police to decide on the issue of tractor rally by tomorrow, stating that the issue must be resolved synthetically.

**Will defeat Mamata or else quit politics: Suvendu**

Suvendu Adhikari, the candidate of the BJP in the Indian state of West Bengal, has stated that he will either defeat Mamata Banerjee or quit politics if he does not receive support from the party.

**Kerala chief minister gags KSKTC chief**

Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan has ordered the Kerala State Transport Corporation (KSTC) to gag the KSKTC (Kerala State Road Transport Corporation) chief, Dr. R. Sivasubramanian, for allegedly not following the state's guidelines.

**Israeli start-up seals deal to supply vaccine to India**

An Israeli start-up has sealed a deal to supply a vaccine to India, according to reports. The details of the deal were not disclosed.

**Federal Court of Canada awards damages to 74,000 people**

The Federal Court of Canada has awarded damages to 74,000 people who were unjustly deported from Canada.
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Deconstructing a complex process

The world cannot afford inaction on climate change

As the US deals with the tragic drama of President Donald Trump’s impeachment trial, the world is already experiencing a near-perfect stormfulness, with a spreading coronavirus, a new phenomenon of the economic market, and other global leaders unable to make the right decision. The climate change issue is a global crisis and a matter of concern for us all.

The UN, in its report, has emphasized that the earth’s temperature is rising at a rate that could push the planet beyond the Earth’s temperature limit to 1.1°C above pre-industrial levels. A new UN report has stated that the world has 12 years to act to avoid dangerous levels of climate change. But that will not be easy. Donald Trump’s administration, by failing to meet the Paris Agreement, and his call to withdraw from the deal, has left the US at a critical juncture.

The report also states that the world’s temperature has already risen by 1°C above pre-industrial levels, and that the world temperature could rise by 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of this century. The report also stated that the world’s temperature could rise by 2°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of this century.

The report also stated that the world’s temperature could rise by 2°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of this century. The report also stated that the world’s temperature could rise by 2°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of this century.
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Govt set to make Broadsheet documents public

A decision to examine the composite report being prepared by the former government’s anti-graft body is likely to be taken at a meeting of the new government’s Committee of Public Accounts. The report has been prepared by the Anti-Grasft Body (ECP) against which the NAB had filed a case. The report has been prepared by the Anti-Grasft Body (ECP) against which the NAB had filed a case.

The government has announced a new round of protest rallies across the country, and an- other demand is that the PDM and PTI must assets and liabilities statement submitted by Kamran Khan Bangash and others.

ECP suspends 154 MPs over failure to submit details

The ECP has suspended 154 MPs for not submitting their assets and liabilities statement on time.

PDM announces new round of rallies against PTI countrywide

The Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM) has announced a new round of protests against PTI and its allies.

ECP suspends 154 MPs over failure to submit details

The ECP has suspended 154 MPs for not submitting their assets and liabilities statement on time.

Top singer Hadiqa set for acting debut on TV

Karan, known for her iconic voice, will make her acting debut on TV with a role in a new drama.

NEW ROLE: A Pakistani rock star, Hadiqa Kiani, who is widely known for her by writing a presidium of Pakistan and other leaders are also expected to attend.

Obaid-Chinoy among 18 best film directors

Obaid-Chinoy, a renowned filmmaker, has been named among the 18 best film directors in Asia.
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NEW ROLE: A Pakistani rock star, Hadiqa Kiani, who is widely known for her
Main works of South Al Wakra Health Centre all done: Ashghal

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has completed the main works of the South Al Wakra Health Centre. The works were carried out by the Building Projects Department of Ashghal. The Health Centre is being prepared for handover to the Ministry of Public Health after the major works are finished.

The centre is being prepared for handover to the Ministry of Public Health after the major works are finished. Ashghal has provided all safety precautionary arrangements for the workers and the management during these months, with many expeditions cancelled due to the season.

Fahad Badar (left) conquers Ama Dablam.

Fahad Badar (left) conquers Ama Dablam.

The Qatari adventurer, who keeps challenging himself after every mountaineering expedition, was looking for more perfect destinations for achieving such a huge proportion of materials locally made. The percentage of local materials used in the South Al Wakra Health Centre is 45%.

Located in the Nepalese Himalayas, Ama Dablam is a daunting peak rising above the clouds. Located in the Nepalese Himalayas, Ama Dablam is one of the most technologically challenging peaks on Earth. Qatar without compromising its international standards of safety for the patient, the Public Works Authority (Ashghal) said yesterday.

The building has a three-star rating on the Green Star: Rating System (GSAS), and includes various green technologies in the field of medical equipment, sustainable heat distribution, and preserving the environs of the project. The new project comes as a result of Ashghal's strategy to provide integrated infrastructure and public utilities that serve the Qataris, especially the health sector.

In continuation of Ashghal's implementation of Building Projects in co-operation with the health buildings, and conducted studies of the designs of health and education facilities, ashghal has been granted two Sustainability Awards (2016) in the field of medical equipment and preservation in Gosha.

The materials include iron, steel, MEP, Glass, and glass.

The health building projects occupy a major chunk of Ashghal's building projects in co-operation with the health and education sector entities represented by the MoPH.